The estimation of generalized extreme value models from choice-based samples -p
Sampling: stratification
• Population partitioned into G groups
• Individuals randomly selected within each group
• Population size: N P
• % of ind. from group g in population: W g
• Sample size: N s
• % of ind. from group g in sample: H g
• Probability to be in the sample:
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Sampling strategies SRS Simple random sampling • Only one group.
• H g = W g , • r g = r = N s /N P .
XSS Exogenous stratified sampling
• r g does not depend on θ.
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Sampling of alternatives
• Analyze choice as if limited to B ⊆ C
• B is drawn with prob. π(B|i, x)
• Positive conditioning property:
• Appropriate sampling:
Sampling
Probability that a population member with configuration (i, x) is sampled, and is assigned the truncated choice set B:
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Estimation
Conditional Maximum Likelihood (CML) Estimator
In practive, R(i n , x n , B n , θ) cannot be computed, namely because it requires p(x)
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Assume that R(i, x, B, θ) can be written as
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Estimation of MEV models
• Let G be the generating function of a MEV model
; γ .
• The main term in the CML formulation is:
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• The term needed for CML is MNL-like
• Case of MNL model:
j∈B e V j (β)+ln S(j,x,B,θ) .
• Well-known result: if ESML is used, only constants are biased
• Question: does this generalize to all MEV?
• Answer: not quite...
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• The V 's are shifted in the main formula
• ... but not in the G i (x,β) , . . . , e V J (x,β) ; γ .
• ESML will not produce consistent estimates on non-MNL MEV models.
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Estimation of MEV models Total 507600 1 1 5000
• Estimation of 100 models
• Empirical mean and std dev of the estimates The estimation of generalized extreme value models from choice-based samples -p.20/21
Conclusions
• Except in very specific cases, ESML provides biased estimated for non-MNL MEV models
• Due to the MNL-like form of the MEV model, a new simple estimator has been proposed
• It allows to estimate selection bias from the data
